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Abstract

On the basis of work by Bernard and Blum [Bernard, O.; Blum, L. Binding 
Mean Spherical Approximation for Pairing Ions: An Exponential 
Approximation and Thermodynamics. J. Chem. Phys. 1996, 104, 4746–4754], 
Barthel et al. [Barthel, J.; Krienke, H.; Holovko, M.; Kapko, V.; Protsykevich, I. 
The Application of the Associative Mean Spherical Approximation in the 
Theory of Nonaqueous Electrolyte Solutions. Condens. Matter Phys.2000, 3, 
23], and Simonin et al. [Simonin, J.-P.; Bernard, O.; Blum, L. Real Ionic 
Solutions in the Mean Spherical Approximation. 3. Osmotic and Activity 
Coefficients for Associating Electrolytes in the Primitive Model. J. Phys. Chem.
B1998, 102, 4411–4417], this work presents and validates a molecular-
thermodynamic model for lithium salt activity coefficients in aqueous and 
nonaqueous single- and mixed-solvent systems. The Binding Mean Spherical 
Approximation gives electrolyte activity due to long-range electrostatic 
forces, short-range hard-sphere repulsion, and ion-pair formation. The theory
shows good agreement with measured salt activities up to 3 molar in 
aqueous and nonaqueous solvents using a solvent-dependent, 
concentration-independent, center-to-center distance of closest approach 
between ions as the single fitting parameter for each electrolyte system. For 
mixed-solvent electrolytes, the local solvation environment around the ions 
dictates short-range interactions. To account for preferential ion solvation in 
a mixed solvent, the center-to-center distance is obtained from Wang and 
co-workers’ Dipolar Self-Consistent-Field Theory [Nakamura, I.; Shi, A.-C.; 
Wang, Z.-G. Ion Solvation in Liquid Mixtures: Effects of Solvent 
Reorganization. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2012, 109, 257802]. For a particular salt in a
binary solvent mixture at fixed temperature, the model predicts salt activity 
coefficients using only the fitted single-solvent distances-of-closest 
approach.



Introduction

Sustainable electrochemical technologies, such as lithium-ion batteries, 
frequently use nonaqueous or mixed-solvent electrolytes.(1−3) Depending 
on the application, solvent mixtures may be water–alcohol, as in 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to alcohols,(4) or nonaqueous mixtures, 
such as two aprotic solvents (e.g., two carbonates) in lithium-ion batteries.
(5) The performance of electrochemical systems is influenced by the 
thermodynamic properties of the electrolyte.(6)

The literature is rich on the properties of electrolyte solutions; however, most
of that literature concerns aqueous systems.(7,8) Much less attention has 
been given to nonaqueous systems.(5,9−15) Published equations for salt 
activity coefficients are based on essentially empirical extensions of the 
Debye–Hückel theory to high salt concentrations.(16) In particular, 
Pitzer’s(17) equation is a very popular approach to calculate salt activity 
coefficients in concentrated electrolytes. However, many of these models 
require numerous adjustable parameters. Several authors have 
experimentally characterized the thermodynamic activities of mixed-solvent 
electrolytes and a few microscale models have been presented based on 
pertinent molecular interactions.(10,12,18,19)

In solvent mixtures, experimental and theoretical research has long ago 
shown that polarizable solvents and those with strong specific interactions 
preferentially solvate ions.(20−22) As a result of preferential solvation, 
activity coefficients of salts in a solvent mixture are not simple averages of 
pertinent single-solvent electrolyte properties.(12,19,23−28) Authors often 
interpolate properties from those of single-solvent electrolytes using 
arbitrary mixing rules or equations with multiple adjustable parameters.
(12,19,23−28)

A promising method to gain tractable expressions for salt activity coefficients
in electrolytes is based on the McMillan–Mayer framework(29) that considers 



the solvent to be a continuous dielectric medium. In this framework, integral-
solution theory calculates activity coefficients for electrolytes in solution.
(29,30) Electrostatic interactions between ions occur over length scales 
corresponding to many solvent-molecule diameters (i.e., long-range), 
whereas hard-sphere repulsive effects lead to interactions that occur over a 
distance of one or two solvent diameters (i.e., short-range).(29) Long-range 
electrostatic forces depend on the dielectric constant of the solvent; short-
range interactions depend on the diameters of the solvated ions. In a mixed 
solvent, due to preferential solvation, the composition of the solvent in the 
bulk is not the same as that at the ion surface.

Here we apply the mean spherical approximation (MSA)(31) integral-solution 
theory modified by taking ion-pairing into account. That theory, pioneered by
Bernard and Blum,(32) Simonin et al.,(33) and Barthel et al.,(9) is called the 
binding MSA (BiMSA). Because the dielectric constant of a typical 
nonaqueous solvent is well below that of water, ion-pair formation in 
nonaqueous solvents is more extensive than in water. A major advantage of 
BiMSA is that for practical results, BiMSA requires only the solvated diameter 
of each ion as an adjustable parameter. To determine an effective ion 
diameter in a solvent mixture, we use results from Wang and co-workers who
presented a dipolar self-consistent-field theory (DSCFT) that relates the bulk 
solvent composition to that of the local solvent environment around a 
solvated ion.(21,22)

We first summarize pertinent thermodynamic variables. Next, we briefly 
review the MSA theory for electrolyte solutions. We then discuss the BiMSA 
extension of that theory to take ion-pair formation into account. We then 
show predictions for aqueous and nonaqueous single-solvent electrolyte 
solutions. Finally, we use DSCFT to calculate activity coefficients for salts in 
several mixed water–alcohol solvents using only the two solvated ionic 
diameters obtained from single-solvent data. Agreement with experiment is 
good.

Thermodynamic Background

Consider a system containing a solvent and a 1–1 salt A that consists of 
anion A– and cation A+:

(1)

A has molar concentration c. Assuming complete dissociation, anion and 
cation concentrations c– = c+ = c. Following thermodynamic convention, we 
define the chemical potential of a 1–1 salt as the sum of three parts: the 
reference chemical potential of A, the ideal mixing chemical potential of the 
fully dissociated electrolyte, and the excess chemical potential due to 
nonideality caused by ion–ion interactions including ion-pair formation(18)

(2)



where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. The first term on the 
right side of eq 2, μA

θ, is the reference chemical potential of salt A in a 
hypothetical, ideal, fully dissociated solution of salt concentration cθ in the 
same solvent and at the same temperature and pressure as those of the 
system. When concentration is molarity, cθ is equal to unit molarity; 
superscript θ indicates the reference (standard) state. The second term in eq
2 comes from the hypothetical ideal mixing of the fully dissociated ions in 
the solvent where the factor 2 comes from salt A dissociating into two ions.
(6) The dimensionless mean molar activity coefficient of the salt f± accounts 
for the effect of interactions (e.g., excluded-volume repulsion, electrostatics, 
and ion association to ion pairs) not present in an ideal, fully dissociated 
solution. The activity coefficient f± is directly related to excess free energy. 
For an ideal solution, f± = 1. Equation 2 is normalized, such that as c → 0, f± 
→ 1.(18) This statement is consistent with the electrolyte fully dissociating at
infinite salt dilution.(18)

Frequently, the literature reports the mean molal activity coefficient γ±. 
These two coefficients are related by(6)

(3)

where  is the solvent molar mass (or molar-averaged molar mass for a 
solvent mixture),  is the molar concentration of solvent (or a molar-
averaged solvent concentration for a solvent mixture), and  is the mass 
density of the salt-free solvent (or solvent mixture). Superscript 0 denotes 
salt-free; γ± and f± are dimensionless; subscript  stand for solvent. Typical 
units for the other quantities are  (kg/dm3);  (mol/dm3); and  (kg/mol).

MSA Theory for f±

For a 1–1 salt, the excess chemical potential of the salt μA
ex is related to f± 

by(34,35)

(4)

The factor 2 in eq 4 comes from eq 2. μA
ex is given by(32,34,36)

(5)

where F′ex is the excess modified Helmholtz free energy and Pex is the excess 
pressure that arises from interionic interactions; the modified Helmholtz free 
energy F′ is a thermodynamic potential that is a function of system volume 
V, temperature T, moles of salt n, and chemical potential of solvent  [i.e.,

].(34)F′ is related to the unmodified Helmholtz free energy F, that is 
a function of solvent moles  rather than , through a Legendre 
transformation F′(V, T, n, μs) = F(V, T, n, μs) – nsμs.(34) Just as F is a Legendre
transformation of internal energy E (F = E – TS), F′ is a transformation of a 
modified internal energy E′ = E – nsμs = F′ + TS. As we show later, F′ and E′ 
are useful because they allow us to consider the solvent as an implicit 



background medium as specified in the McMillan–Mayer framework. Various 
authors(34,35,37) note that μA

ex in eq 5 is the excess chemical potential of a 
system under an excess pressure Pex that is not present during the 
measurement of f± and subsequent calculation of μA

ex using eq 4. The 
correction to eq 4 that makes it consistent with eq 5 is very small at low and 
moderate salt concentrations and is therefore neglected in this work.(34,35)

From standard thermodynamics,(32,34,36)

(6)

The excess modified Helmholtz free energy is zero (i.e., solution is ideal) 
when the interaction energy of the ions is very small compared to kBT where 
kB is the Boltzmann constant. This condition is achieved as T → ∞. We obtain 
F′ex by integrating the excess modified internal energy E′ex from T = ∞ to the 
system temperature T at constant V, n, and (32,36)

(7)

We determine E′ex by summing over the integrated interactions between 
ions(32,36)

(8)

where ρ̅i is the bulk average number density of ion i in the solvent (=ciNA, 
where NA is Avogadro’s number) and uij(r) and gij(r) are the interionic 
potential function and radial distribution function between i and j at distance 
r. The radial distribution function gij(r) is the number density of j, ρj

(i), where j 
is a distance r from ion i normalized by ρ̅j (i.e. gij(r) = ρj

(i)(r)/ρ̅j). Because we 
are using the McMillan–Mayer frame, the summations in eq 8 are over all 
ionic species i and j only; interaction with solvent molecules are not explicitly
included.(32,36) Radial distribution function gij(r) depends on salt 
concentration c and, to a lesser extent, on temperature T.

The positions of ions relative to one another, as described by gij, follow from 
interionic interactions between ions i and j. These interactions are described 
by cij, the direct correlation function. (Regrettably, letter c is commonly used 
both for concentration and for direct correlation function. The direct 
correlation function notation has two subscripts, cij, whereas concentration 
has no subscripts when referring to the salt concentration c, or one subscript
when referring to solvent, , or ion concentrations, c+ and c–.) The Ornstein–
Zernike equation relates the position function (gij) and interaction function 
(cij) between ions i and j(36,38)

(9)



where the integral is over all positions in space r. The first term on the right 
side of eq 9 gives the direct interactions between i and j; the second term 
gives the integrated interactions between i and j as caused by additional ions
k summed over all N ionic species in the system. The purpose of the 
Ornstein–Zernike equation is to provide an expression that relates the radial 
distribution function to the solute density. In an ideal solution, gij is equal to 1
for all solute densities.(39)

Figure 1 shows an approximate schematic of the two parts of the Ornstein–
Zernike equation. Fourier transformation methods solve eq 9 for gij (or cij) 
provided that we also specify an additional equation giving information about
gij or cij(32,36) This additional equation is called the closure.

The MSA closure is a functional form for gij and cij that determines the 
electrostatic contribution to the excess modified energy E′el. The MSA closure
for eq 9 first specifies that(31,36)

(10)

where σij is the distance of closest approach between ions i and j (=(σi + 
σj)/2, where σi is the diameter of ionic species i). Equation 10 says that ion j 
cannot approach ion i closer than σij; ρj(r < σij) = 0. Second, MSA specifies 



that for r > σij, cij is proportional to uij where ions i and j interact via 
Coulombic electrostatic interactions(31,36)

(11)

where εvac is vacuum permittivity, εr is the dielectric constant of the solvent, 
zi is the valence of ion i, and e is the elementary charge. Although MSA 
theory does not give an analytical expression for gij(r), the solution to eq 9 
gives E′ex by providing the term ∫0

∞uij(r)gij(r)4πr2 dr in eq 8. The tedious 
mathematical procedure is shown in ref (36). The radial distribution function 
gij(r) is a function of ion concentration, ion size, ion charge, and system 
temperature.(36)

In conjunction with eqs 4–8, the MSA theory for gij(r) gives an analytic 
solution to the electrostatic contribution to the activity coefficient f±

el for a 1–
1 electrolyte in which the ions have equal diameters σ(36,40)

(12)

where the superscript el denotes the electrostatic component of f±. Γ is the 
MSA screening parameter

(13)

and b is the Bjerrum length

(14)

κ is the Debye–Hückel screening parameter of the electrolyte

(15)

where c is the molar concentration and NA is Avogadro’s number. The inverse
of a screening parameter (1/κ) gives a characteristic distance (Debye length)
where an ion is influenced by a central ion; in Debye–Hückel theory, κ is the 
screening parameter specified by eq 15 whereas the screening parameter Γ 
in MSA theory is specified by eq 13.(36)

Harvey et al.(41) showed that the linear average of two unequal ion 
diameters provides a very good approximation for salts whose ionic 
diameters are within a factor of 2. For a salt consisting of ions with arbitrarily
unequal ionic diameters, Blum and Høye(31,40) showed that the MSA gives a
set of algebraic equations that must be solved numerically to determine the 
mean ionic activity coefficient f±.

Binding Mean Spherical Approximation for f±

Hard-sphere interactions of the ions and ion pairing extend MSA to higher 
ionic concentrations.(32) The binding mean spherical approximation (BiMSA) 



explicitly accounts for the interactions among free ions and ion pairs by 
using Wertheim’s extension to the Ornstein–Zernike equation for associating 
species.(42) In addition to Coulombic long-range and hard-sphere short-
range interactions, the BiMSA closure accounts for ion pairing.(32) Ion 
association is described by sticky-point attraction. The radial distribution 
function for unbound ions is approximated by that for the hard-sphere fluid 
influenced by electrostatic interactions.(32) Detailed derivations for activity 
coefficients based on BiMSA are given elsewhere.(9,32,43)

To obtain useful expressions, we give the ions a single effective diameter σ 
that is an average of the two solvated ion diameters; σ = (σ– + σ+)/2, where 
σ– and σ+ are the diameters of the solvated anion and cation. Here, we give 
the practical final form of the activity expressions for a 1−1 electrolyte. 
Reference (32) provides a detailed description of the generalized formulation
that includes salts for which the diameter of the solvated cation is not equal 
to that of the solvated anion within a factor of 2.

The mean ionic activity coefficient is given by the sum of contributions from 
hard-sphere repulsion f±

HS that accounts for hard-body repulsions between 
ions and ion pairs; electrostatic f±

el that accounts for Coulombic interactions 
between ions; and for ion-pair formation f±

IP that accounts for association of 
free ions to form ion pairs

(16)

The Carnahan–Starling equation gives the hard-sphere contribution(32)

(17)

where η is a measure of ion concentration called the packing factor

(18)

The hard-sphere contribution incorporates the impact of ion solvation on the 
free energy by including the volume excluded by the ions and their solvation 
shell; it is phenomenologically equivalent to the widely used Stokes-Robinson
theory of solvation.(44)

The electrostatic contribution is(32)

(19)

where ΓB is the BiMSA screening parameter. The form of eq 19 is the same as
that of eq 12 with Γ replaced by ΓB that accounts for ion-pairing. ΓB is found 
by solution of the transcendental equation(31,32)

(20)



where κ is given by eq 15 and δ is the fraction of all the ions that are not 
paired. Equilibrium between free and paired ions gives δ(32,45)

(21)

where K is the dimensionless equilibrium constant. The term on the left side 
of eq 21 accounts for association equilibria of ideal unpaired cations and 
anions to ion pairs. The term in braces on the right side of eq 21 corrects the 
equilibria for nonidealities. The exponential term accounts for electrostatic 
interactions, and the term on the right side in brackets accounts for hard-
sphere repulsions. For electrostatic association (ion-pairs) between spherical 
ions, (dispersion interactions are neglected because they are much smaller 
than electrostatic interactions), the equilibrium constant K is(45,46)

(22)

where b is given by eq 14. Given eq 21 and 22, the numerical solution to 
coupled eqs 20 and 21 provides δ and ΓB; upon substitution into eq 19, we 
obtain f±

el.

Ion-pairing affects salt activity through ln f±
IP(32)

(23)

where the first term on the right side accounts for the decreased fraction of 
free ions due to ion pairing and the second accounts for how ion pairing 
alters the hard-sphere contribution.

The only adjustable parameter is σ. The arithmetic average of the solvated 
ion diameters σ– and σ+ determines σ. To quantify the extent of cation 
solvation, we set σ+ as the crystallographic diameter of the cation, σ+

x 
(crystallographic is denoted with superscript x) plus a contribution from the 
solvent diameter 

(24)

where  is a sphericity factor accounting for how the solvent molecules 
orient around the cation and how tightly they bind to the cation. For a 
spherical solvent molecule that tightly binds to the cation, ωs = 1, while ωs =
0 when the cation is not solvated. We set σ– to the crystallographic diameter 
of the anion, σ–

x, because anions tend to be larger and, therefore, more 
weakly solvated.(47) Upon adjusting σ for an electrolyte–solvent system to 
optimize agreement with experiment, eq 24 gives  in terms of σ, σ–

x, σ+
x, 

and .  is calculated from the fit σ for a given cation–anion pair in a given 
solvent;  is independent of ion concentration and mixed-solvent 
composition. The Supporting Information provides a computer program for 
performing these calculations.



Comparison with Experiment

To establish how well the model fits experimental data, we use the average 
relative deviation (ARD) defined by

(25)

where the sum over NP salt concentrations c where experimental f±
exp are 

available; f±
calc is calculated from eq 16 at salt concentration c. Table1 

provides physical constants for the solvents considered here.

Binding Mean Spherical Approximation for a Single-Solvent Electrolyte

Figure 2a shows measured and calculated (eq 16) mean ionic activity 
coefficients for LiClO4 in water, methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, acetone, and 



2-propanol. Agreement between theory and experiment is good up to 2 
molar for water, methanol, and ethanol (with ARDs 2.1%, 8.6%, and 6.1%, 
respectively) and excellent for 2-propanol, acetone, and acetonitrile (with 
ARDs 0.77%, 0.30%, 0.31%, respectively). (Fitting K to the experimental 
thermodynamic data slightly improves the fit for water and small alcohols, 
but introduces an additional adjustable parameter.) The results are 
consistent with those of Barthel and co-workers(9,45,55) and more recent 
work by Simonin and Bernard.(56) Using eq 24 and calculating  from the 
solvent molecular volumes in Table1 ( ), the fitting parameter σ gives
 that falls within the expected range of zero and 1. Table2 gives σ and  for 

LiClO4 in these solvents. Water and small alcohols have larger values of , 
indicating higher solvent sphericity or tighter solvent binding. For the other 
solvents,  falls closely within a narrow range 0.19–0.21.

For all solvents, consistent with Debye–Hückel theory, the activity 
coefficients initially decrease with rising salt concentration because of 
favorable electrostatic interactions between ions, given by ln f±

el from eq 19.
(29) The dielectric constant of the solvent dictates how strongly the activity 
coefficient changes with salt concentration at high dilution. Ions in low 
dielectric-constant solvents associate more, as indicated in eq 22. At higher 
concentrations, ion–ion repulsion, given by ln f±

HS, create hard-sphere 
interactions that increase the activity coefficient. The ions’ solvated hard-
sphere size governs how activity coefficients increase with rising salt 
concentration. Our attribution of the upturn in ln f± at high salt 
concentrations to the excluded volume of the ions and their solvation shell 
results from the solvation effects reported by other researchers.(8,12,44,63) 
With higher ion association there are fewer solute particles and, as eq 23 
shows, association moderates the increase in activity coefficients by 
reducing repulsive interactions. This finding is consistent with previous 
research on activity coefficients of weak electrolytes.(39,43,64)







Figure 2b demonstrates how ion association depends on concentration and 
solvent properties. Plotting the fraction of free LiClO4 ions δ in water, 
methanol, ethanol, acetonitrile, acetone, and 2-propanol shows that δ 
decreases as concentration rises. In lower dielectric-constant solvents and 
for smaller σ, δ is concave to the concentration axis because of the larger 
association constant.

Table2 gives K, the calculated equilibrium constant for ion-pair formation. K 
calculated from eq 22 compares well with the equilibrium constant reported 
in the literature Klit determined from conductance measurements.(57−60) 
Agreement between theory and experiment further supports the use of eq 
22 and the fit σ’s to calculate K.

Figure 3 shows the mean ionic activity coefficient for several lithium salts in 
water, LiClO4, LiCl, LiBr, and LiI as a function of salt concentration. 
Agreement between theory and experiment for these four salts is good up to 
2 molar with ARDs of 2.1, 1.4, 1.3, and 2.7. The insert in Figure 3 shows that 
theory is semiquantitative at higher concentrations due to changes in the 
solvation-shell size. Wu and Lee(19) and Simonin et al.(33,56) showed that 
incorporation of concentration-dependent ionic sizes and solution dielectric 
constant yields excellent fits to experiment up to saturation but such fits 
require numerous additional adjustable parameters.



For these lithium salts, there is little change in . Table3 gives fitted σ for 
these systems and the corresponding  and K. The similarity of  for different
monatomic anions shows that the solvation structure is nearly independent 
of anion in these cases. Therefore, in a solvent, the size of the bare anion is 
responsible for different activity coefficients for different lithium salts. This 
result is consistent with previous research.(66) However,  for LiClO4 in water
is slightly smaller than for monatomic anions (Table2). The difference in  for
monatomic and polyatomic anions is possibly because we model ions as 
spheres; that may not be a good approximation for polyatomic anions.



Mixed-Solvent Electrolytes

In a mixed solvent, the solvent that has stronger attractive interactions with 
the ions preferentially solvates them. Wang and co-workers developed a 
theory to predict the extent of preferential solvation by accounting for 
permanent and induced dipole-ion interactions. The Supporting Information 
outlines this theory for calculating the volume fraction of solvent  at the 
surface of an isolated ion, , in a solvent with bulk volume fraction of .
(21,22)

Figure 4 shows the volume fraction, calculated with the use of the theory 
outlined in the Supporting Information (lines), of solvent  at the surface of a 
Li+ ion in a mixture of solvents  and  as a function of volume fraction of  in 
the bulk for two water/alcohol mixtures: water/ethanol (EtOH) and 
water/methanol (MeOH), and for two common lithium-ion-battery solvents: 
ethylene carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and EC/ethyl methyl 
carbonate (EMC). As the fraction of solvent  in the bulk increases, the 
fraction at the ion’s surface also increases but the relation is not linear. For 
the solvent that preferentially solvates the ion, the volume fraction at the 
surface of the ion is greater than that in the bulk.



For water/alcohol mixtures, the model shows that water’s smaller size allows 
it to preferentially solvate the ions by packing tightly around the ion. In 
carbonate mixtures, EC preferentially solvates ions compared to DMC and 
EMC because of ECs smaller size and its larger dipole moment than those of 



DMC or EMC. These predictions for carbonate mixtures are consistent with 
experiment. The solvation shell composition around Li+ is known from 
electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry of a LiPF6 electrolyte in EC/DMC 
and EC/EMC mixtures (data given as symbols in Figure 4).(67) Electrospray-
ionization mass spectrometry does not fully capture in-solution conditions 
due to partial desolvation during the course of the measurement, causing 
some disagreement between experiment and theory.(67)

We calculate the preferential solvation of an anion to check that it is 
negligible. The inset in Figure 4 shows the calculated volume fraction of 
solvent  at the surface of a ClO4

– anion as a function of bulk volume fraction 
of solvent  for the same solvent mixtures. The anion’s large size decreases 
the electric field at the surface and, consequently, decreases preferential 
solvation, as shown in eq (SI1). The calculated insignificant preferential 
solvation of the anion is consistent with our assumption of negligible anion 
solvation that we invoked in our calculation of average salt diameter (eq 24).

Preferential Solvation and Activity Coefficients in a Solvent Mixture

A solvent mixture’s preferential solvation of ions causes the average size of 
the solvation shell, ν*ave, to be a function of solvent composition at the ion 
surface

(26)

where  is the sphericity factor of solvent t. Using eq 26, we incorporate 
preferential solvation into BiMSA by modifying eqs 24 where we use an 
effective solvent diameter for the solvated cation

(27)

This solvated diameter provides a molecular basis for calculating activity 
coefficient f± in a mixed solvent with parameter  for each solvent t in the 
mixture.

Figure 5 shows calculated (lines) and measured (symbols) mean ion activity 
coefficients for LiCl in mixtures of H2O/MeOH (a),(68,69) /EtOH 
(b),(70,71)/acetonitrile (c),(68) and /1,4-dioxane(68) at 298.15 K with varying
H2O bulk solvent compositions. We put  into eq 27 and in turn, in eq 16, 
where  is given by the solution of eqs SI1–SI3. Table4 gives εr and salt-free 
solvent mixture density  for different solvent compositions determined by 
measurements.(68−72) To calculate  of a nonaqueous component of a 
mixed-solvent electrolyte, we fit σ to the measured mean ion activity 
coefficient for LiCl in that solvent and use eq 27. (If salt-in-single-solvent 
activity coefficients are not available, we use the solvent mixture that is 
richest in that solvent.) Table4 gives  for nonaquous solvents and Table3 
gives ωH2O for LiCl. Upon specifying  for each solvent with LiCl,  is 
independent of salt concentration and composition ratio of the solvent 



mixture. For nonaqueous solvents,  values for LiCl given in Table4 are 
different from those for LiClO4 given in Table2. For solvent mixtures, because
experimental data are not available, we assume that the density of the 
solution does not significantly change from those of the salt-free solvent 
mixture such that  in eq 3.



The insets in Figure 5 show calculated diameters σ as a function of solvent–
mixture composition where ϕH2O is the bulk volume fraction of water. Theory 
agrees well with experiment for H2O/MeOH, H2O/EtOH, and H2O/acetonitrile 
mixtures but not for H2O/dioxane. The poor agreement for dioxane illustrates
a limitation of the solvation theory (eq SI1) for large-molecule solvents where
molecular geometry is important. The theoretical calculations discussed here
assume that the ion diameter does not change with ion concentration. There 
is no obvious way to relax that assumption without introducing additional 
adjustable parameters.

The model shows that at low salt concentrations, increasing the amount of 
low-dielectric-constant solvent in the mixture decreases the activity 
coefficient. This result follows from long-range, favorable electrostatic 
interactions that increase with decreasing dielectric constant. However, at 
higher salt concentrations, repulsive steric interactions increase, raising the 
salt activity coefficient. This steric effect is more pronounced as water is 
replaced by larger solvent molecules that create larger solvation shells 
around Li+. The insets in Figure 5 show that the distance of closest approach 
between the ions is not a linear function of bulk solvent composition, 
illustrating the effect of preferential solvation on electrolyte activity in mixed 
solvents.



Implications for Transport

An important implication of mixed-solvent electrolyte thermodynamic 
properties in renewable energy applications is their impact on transport 
properties.(73) In an ideal solution, species diffuse down their concentration 
gradients at a rate proportional to their diffusivity. However, for nonideal 
mixtures, ions diffuse down their chemical-potential gradients. Consequently,
the diffusivity is modified in solutions to account for nonideality by 
multiplying it by the thermodynamic factor(74)

Figure 6 shows the calculated thermodynamic factor with f± from eq 16 for 
LiClO4 in water (solid line), acetonitrile (double dot-dashed line), acetone 
(dot-dashed line), and 2-propanol (dashed line). At infinite dilution, the 
thermodynamic factor is unity. At low salt concentrations, the 
thermodynamic factor decreases with rising salt concentration. The extent of
this initial drop increases for solvents with lower dielectric constants. At 
higher salt concentrations, the thermodynamic factor rises with increasing 
salt concentration.



Landesfeind et al. measured the thermodynamic factor for LiClO4 in a 1:1 
(w:w) mixture of EC/DEC (diethyl carbonate) using an electrochemical 
method,(5) shown by the dotted line in Figure 6. This last thermodynamic 
factor deviates significantly from those for the other electrolytes even 
though the solvent mixture has a dielectric constant (εr = 35) similar to those
for the other aprotic solvents. This discrepancy may be due to the large 
solvent molecule size that increases σ.

Conclusions

This work presents a theory for activity coefficients of lithium salts in 
aqueous and nonaqueous single and mixed solvents. The BiMSA theory gives
electrolyte activity coefficients. This theory considers long-range 
electrostatic and short-range hard-sphere interactions as well as ion pairing. 
BiMSA theory shows good agreement with measured salt activity coefficients



in aqueous and nonaqueous electrolytes with a single adjustable parameter 
(the distance of closest approach between ions, σ), for each salt in each 
solvent. The fitted ion diameters are within the expected range.

The extension to mixed-solvent electrolytes is based on Wang’s theory for 
preferential ion solvation that changes σ as a function of solvent 
composition. This theory predicts the mean ion activity coefficients of salts in
solvent mixtures using only single-solvent fitting parameters.

At present, this work is limited to strong 1−1 salts. Extension to multivalent 
salts is under investigation. This work illustrates how microscopic molecular 
physics can describe macroscopic electrolyte activity coefficients over a 
range of salt concentrations and solvent types and for mixtures using 
minimal adjustable parameters.
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